
 

Level: Pre-Intermediate

Grammar: Present Simple, Future Simple, Passive 
voice

Topic: Crime; Films (Movies); 

 
1. Pre-listening:
 

nouns: verbs: adjectives: adverbs:

puddle
a small pool of any 
liquid (water, rain, 
blood)
 

to tease
to annoy, to arouse 
sexual desire; to vex

darling
a person very much 
loved, admired
someone who is very 
kind

deadly
likely to cause death;
extremely

thrilla 
trembling sensation 
caused by fear or 
emotional shock, or 
pleasure

to burn
to destroy or be 
destroyed by fire

dear 
beloved; precious;
respected

 

galore 
something in great 
numbers or quantity
 

to leave
to go or depart (from a 
person or place)

  

power 
specific ability or 
capacity to do 
something

to fall away
to be withdrawn

  

fun
pleasure, gaiety, or 
merriment
 

to die
to cease all biological 
activity permanently

  

gun
a weapon 
“Beretta”; “Makarov”
 
 

to bet
to risk an amount of 
money by saying what 
you think willhappen, 
especially in a race or 
game. You lose the 
money if you are wrong 
and win more if you are 
right
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murder
the crime of unlawful 
premeditated killing 
someone deliberately;

to bet life
to risk a life

  

love affair
a romantic or sexual 
relationship, esp 
a temporary one, 
between two people

to chase
to follow or run after (a 
person, animal, or goal) 
persistently or quickly

  

 
Put the words in the correct order, make up sentences:
 
1) I'm      killed     darling     killed
2) on    I'm    a    floor    in    puddle    the
3) return    for    you    to     waiting
4) oh    what    a    thrill    what
5) fascinations    galore 
6) tease   you    how 
7) to    burn    how    you    me    leave  
8) so    dear    deadly    my    it's 
9) near    the    power    of    you    having 
 
 
Darling I'm killed 
I'm in a puddle on the floor 
Waiting for you to return 
Oh what a thrill 
Fascinations galore 
How you tease 
How you leave me to burn 
It's so deadly my dear 
The power of having you near 
 
1) Can you guess what song is this ?
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2. While-listening:
 
a) Listen the song first time and try to answer the following questions:
 
1) About whom is this song?
2) Who sings the song?
3) What hobbies (preferences) does the hero of this song have?
4) Is this song about the end of the world?
5) What name would you give for this song?
 
 
b) Listen and complete the gaps:
 
Darling I'm killed 
I'm in a ____________ on the floor 
Waiting for you to return 
Oh what a thrill 
______________________ galore 
How you ____________________ 
How you leave me to burn 
It's so deadly my dear 
The _____________of having you near 
 
Chorus:
Until the day 
Until the world ______________  _______________
Until you say there'll be no more goodbyes 
I see it in your ______________
__________________________ never dies 
 
___________________  you've won 
It's no fun 
Martinis, girls, and ______________
It's _______________________ on our love affair 
But you __________________ your life 
Every night 
While you __________________ in the morning light
You're not the only __________________ out there 
It's so deadly my dear 
The power of wanting you near 
 
Chorus: 
Until the day 
Until the world falls away 
Until you say there'll be no more goodbyes 
I see it in your eyes 
Tomorrow Never ___________________...
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
3. After-listening:
 
The official name of this song is “Tomorrow never dies...”
It was sung by Sheryl Crow and in 1997 it became the soundtrack for the same film
about international spy 007 James Bond “Tomorrow never dies...” This song was perfomed from 
person of Bond’ girl, she was killed in the middle of this film. The hero of song - the spy James 
Bond. He drinks martini and vodka, uses his gun and he is with nice girls...as usual. 
 
 
1) Were you right with your answers in part a.?
 
2) What else do you know about James Bond? (nationality, appearance, 
who starred...)
 
3) Have you ever seen film about this spy?
 
4) Make intellectual mind map.
(см. приложение jpg.  файл)
 
5) Watch the film “Tomorrow never dies...”
 
 
 
 
 
 


